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Editorial

OK we are well into the new year and hopefully all prepared and looking forward to the first
Area Competition. Personal problems will prevent me from attending the event so there will be
no report on the goings on at Barkston from me, perhaps someone could write a few words.

What have we got in this issue?

First up Roger reports on the Zoom AGM. Points of note, we now have a new Membership
Secretary Martin Pike, who seems to have got to grips with the job and is currently
contemplating re-jigging the website to bring it up to date. Our Secretary Roger has made it
known that he wishes to relinquish his post and asks for some volunteer to take on the job.
Financially we have a good bank balance and all SAM1066 competitions will be free of charge
for 2023. Our society is on a firm footing at this point in time.
In answer to queries at the AGM our archivist Roy Tiller has penned a short article on the
DBHLibrary and supported it with a couple of pictures. I wish I could keep things that tidy.
Pylonius from 1954 has his usual sideways look at the modelling scene and this time it is
spectators, in particular youngsters that come under his scrutiny.
Martin Hurda, our Czech Rebublic correspondent, highlights another of his models, the
floatplane ‘Bim-Bam’. A very spindly but somewhat elegant looking design.
I continue to wade through my book on Zeppelins with reproductions of a few more pages. The
early versions of these gigantic machines look very flimsy to me.
1947 News Review from Model Aircraft sees the first glimmerings of recognition of
aeromodelling by the Ministry of Civil Aviation.
I have published the cover of the magazine in order that the cover story can be appreciated.
Paul Lovejoy writes of his discovery of C02 and there’s a bit by Jim Paton who seems to have
found the answer to softening Cyno.
Heard at the Hangar Doors from 1946 reports that the ATC has introduced a annual
championships. Best for me is a bit about flying a plastic kit Spitfire under water.
I dig into my picture album again. Then follows another of Nick Robinsons paper airplanes.
Peter Hall puts together another Couprofile, this time Roy Vaughn is grilled.
There is a letter from John O’Sullivan in Canada, good to hear they are still at it over there.
Martin Pike reminds us of the dangers of Lipo batteries and describes his precautions.
Weird aircraft is the Blohm & Voss BV 141, an observation plane, next month it will be the
Focke-Wulf Fw 189 which was the aircraft finally chosen for the observation role.
Our regulars Nick on C02, Roy with the DBHLibrary snippets and Rogers monthly report and
plans fill out this month’s issue.

Mike Woodhouse advises of the Free Flight Nationals format for 2023

Gavin Manion has had little response to his plea for potential fliers to register for the 8th

Coupe event at Luffenham, if you may be going please let him know.
For the record:

La 8thieme Grande Coupe de Birmingham - part deux…
This will take place on the Sat 18th OR Sun 19th of February at MOD North Luffenham starting at 10.00. All other details
are as previously advertised but with the following addition.
The organisers will determine which of the two days of that weekend are likely to have best weather and will email
potential attendees on the evening of Thursday 16th Feb to confirm the chosen day. Will all potential fliers please email
Gavin Manion on gavin.manion84@gmail.com ahead of time so that they are included in that confirmation email.

Gavin Manion gavin.manion84@gmail.com Stu Darmon 01858 882057

Editor
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The AGM - Roger Newman

SAM1066 2022 AGM minutes: held 22nd December 2022

The meeting was convened by our Chairman via Zoom. 14 participants logged in & were welcomed
by the Chairman.
There were apologies from Ken Brown & Peter Tolhurst for not being able to join & our
Membership Secretary later advised of problems that inhibited him from joining.
Reports from the Officers had been published in the most recent (Dec 2022) New Clarion.
There were no arising comments.
Our Membership Secretary is retiring to Gloucester as previously indicated. His role over the
years was gratefully acknowledged. The Chairman welcomed Martin Pike as an able & willing
volunteer to take on the role. Thank you to Martin.
Our Treasurer reported on a healthy state of finances for the year, predominantly from the
injection of funds from the sale of items from the estate of the late Lindsey Smith. It was
recommended to the attendees by the Treasurer that all competition entries & prizes for any
SAM1066 comps in 2023 should be free of charge. Formally proposed by Jim Wright &
seconded by Gerry Ferer & unanimously agreed (Note BMFA Field attendance fees would still
be payable where appropriate)
There was a brief debate regarding data exchange on the BMFA Archive Library & the
SAM1066 archive library, as members generally believed that these resources, where
appropriate,  should be combined at some stage in the future. To be followed up.
Officers in post were re-elected unanimously & Martin Pike was formally welcomed as the new
Membership Sec.
Subscriptions remain as free to all.
The Secretary confirmed that provisional dates have been set for combined meetings on
Salisbury Plain with the Croydon Club for a Wakefield Day & a Coupe Day; SAM1066 will put on
complimentary competitions. A provisional date is being sorted out for a SAM1066 meeting at
RAF Colerne in conjunction with the South Bristol Club. A possible event at Merryfield is to be
explored further, perhaps as a collaboration with Bristol & West Club. Dates will be published
in the New Clarion when confirmed.
Mike Woodhouse explained the tentative situation with the Nats at Barkston or an alternative
plan for the use of Salisbury Plain & Luffenham. He anticipated the situation would be clarified
by end Jan 2023.
The meeting time then expired, closing the AGM Roger Newman
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The SAM1066 Library - Roy Tiller

Ref a question at the AGM concerning the SAM1066 David Baker Heritage Library.
Below are two pictures showing the full extent of the paper collection.

The first photo shows two metal racks which are SAM 1066 property , the larger measures
2.5m wide X 2m high X 0.45m deep, the other measures 1.25m wide X 1m high. The contents
of the larger rack, from the top, are three rows of American mags (yellow labels), two rows
British and Commonwealth mags (blue labels), then a further row of American mags and finally,
on the floor, the rest of the world, various colours, the most prolific are the French (red labels)
and Italian (green labels) The colours follow round much the same to the small rack.

The second photo shows a wooden rack adapted from old bits of furniture. From the top,
series books (Aeromodeller Annuals, Zaic Year books) and catalogues. Then, in binders, SAM
35 Speaks and Clarion/New Clarion, next shelf oddments, then on the floor, (continuing from
small rack), Books various.

Most of these items are in Archive Boxes or Bankers Boxes.
The range of magazines held was set way back, by discussion between John Thompson and
myself, as Free Fflight only with control line accepted but not RC or anything invented since.
In practice this has meant a bit of compromise as magazines have moved their content
progressively from no RC to part RC to all RC and even to No Plans. See the website for the
spread sheet showing the names and dates of magazines held as at Jan 2022. There is a second
spread sheet, not on the website, showing how the reduction of content of interest to free
flighters has been reflected in the magazines held, complete (where it is all Free flight) or
part only held or not held at all. I was concerned that publication of this information as part
of the spreadsheet on the website might have a negative effect on future donations of
magazines.
There was a kind offer of Aeromodeller and Sam Speaks recent copies which I had advised
as being absent from the collection. I have these in my personal collection and upon reflection
I am sure that I can use these to top up the Library at the point that I have to say I must
pass the Library on to others.

Roy Tiller
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Extract from Model Aircraft February 1954
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My Models No.2 - Martin Hurda (Czech Republic)

Bim-Bam 1951   by R.J. Coles    32inch/ 813mm    75 gram without rubber 28 gram rubber

Bim-Bam
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Martin Hurda (Czech Rebublic)
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Zeppelins: continued - Editor

Exerts from the Book ‘The Zeppelin Story’ by John Christopher
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Editor
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News Review - Model Aircraft December 1947
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Model Aircraft December 1947
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I’ve Discovered CO2 - Paul Lovejoy

One of many developments during my 40 years as a lapsed aeromodeller was the boom in CO2
motors.  I’m pretty sure I never saw one as an enthusiastic but ham-fisted teenage modeller
in the early 1970s, which was probably just as well given my limited construction skills at that
time (anything less than 1/8” square or 1/16” sheet was just asking for trouble).  By the time I
returned to aeromodelling in 2015, now equipped with an appropriate amount of patience and
sufficient funds to replace blunt knife blades, the advent of laser cut kits led me to focus on
all those rubber-powered models that I’d never dared attempt previously.  I occasionally
bumped into CO2 references on old plans (Earl Stahl seemed to have been a fan, and I had
learned enough to appreciate that he knew his stuff), but I was quite happy playing with rubber
sport and scale subjects.  It was enough to discover that not only could I now build those small
Keilkraft and Veron scale biplanes, but also that I could occasionally trim them to fly passably
well.
Things changed when the organiser of the Wickham indoor free flight events turned up to a
session last autumn with a couple of funny looking objects and asked if I’d like to give an
unwanted CO2 motor a try.  It seemed churlish to decline, and they did look intriguing, so I
gratefully accepted his offer and embarked on a new phase of modelling.

Modela (0.27cm3 capacity) on the left, Telco (0.06cm3 capacity) on the right.  Both specimens date from the
1980s, yet appear unused.

The motor in question was a Modela, which ran well but which I quickly realised was much too
powerful for indoor use (at least at my compact local venues).    So my first practical foray into
CO2 was to select a couple of appropriate retired outdoor rubber models from the loft, and
retrofit for CO2 ready for trials outdoors in the Spring.
There will hopefully be more to report on these as the 2023 outdoor flying season gets going.
However with a long winter ahead, I thought why not have a play with indoors CO2.
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I quickly acquired a couple of cheap Telcos on good old eBay.  One looked old and tired but in
fact ran very well from the outset, while the other appeared to be new and unused but was
more temperamental (I later realised that several of the o rings had hardened, and replaced
these).

At this point I should highlight the resources that have helped me move from being a CO2
know-nothing to someone who is beginning to get at least a general sense how it all works.
The starting point must of course be the encyclopaedic set of articles by Nick Peppiatt in this
august journal, at least 15 in all running from 2017 to 2020.  For a practical introduction to the
history and attributes of just about every type of CO2 motor produced, together with a clear
indication of what sort of subjects would match each motor, these articles really take some
beating.  I also found a useful CO2 Power section on the Hip Pocket Aeronautics Free Flight
Forum, and a couple of invaluable Facebook Groups.  In particular, “CO2 Motors for Model
Aeroplanes” is run in a very friendly manner by scale buff George Kandylakis, who has compiled
a great set of resources as downloadable PDF files.
This led me to a fabulous Telco Tutorial by Gareth Evans in the June 2019 Aeromodeller, which
provides a solution to practically any conceivable problem with these little motors.  Don Ross’s
“Flying Models” also offers a good overview of the subject and his usual down-to-earth
practical tips.

Test bed awaiting repairs following initial flight trials.  The retrofit (using my older Telco) was certainly crude,
but it worked.

So, back to my Telcos.  These motors are ideal for 18-24” wingspan models weighing 35-45gms,
and obviously the sensible thing would have been to choose a nice, simple, easily trimmable high
wing subject.  Predictably though, given my recent obsession with scale biplanes, I chose my
Vintage Model Company Tiger Moth.  This had been a delight to build and was originally finished
as rubber powered, but was unsuccessful in this form.
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I achieved a good glide, but could never figure out how to stabilise the small noseblock and
thus could only manage erratic powered flights.  Here was my CO2 test bed.
Don Ross advocates basically adding a ply bulkhead and taping the CO2 tank to any suitable
model to see what happens.  I went with the ply bulkhead, and decided to stow the tank in the
forward cockpit supported by foam blocks.  This placed the tank in the favoured position just
in front of CG.  The theory is that, with a full tank, the slight increase in forward weight will
help offset the motor’s initial power burst and overcome any power stalling.  In terms of thrust
adjustment, Telco advises 5 degrees of down.  I ended up with more like 6 degrees, and added
one stainless washer-worth of left thrust to one of the two mounting bolts, augmented with a
trim tab on the fin.
To Wickham for taxi and flight trials.  Using gas charges (with the charger pointing upwards),
I got to a point where the left circuit was within bounds with the wheels just lifting.  Time for
a new sodastream bottle, a full liquid charge (charger pointing downwards) and never mind that
the trim tab had come off the fin.  Several big mistakes there of course, including the cardinal
sin of more than one change at a time.   This led to 2 rather hectic flights at about 3 times
scale speed, ending respectively with a wall and a table leg as the left turn opened out once the
motor slowed.

One re-attached port lower wing later, I tried again the following week at Totton.  I eventually
found the answer with less down-thrust and reduced power (I find the hexagonal throttle,
which moves the crankshaft on an eccentric bearing, to be extremely sensitive) and a decent
tab on the fin got us to reasonably slow and stable left hand circuits, with the motor now
running for up to 45 seconds. I think that counts as a success!

The bottom line is that I am now completely hooked.  I know that modern electrics give more
consistent performances.  But there is something about CO2 that really appeals to me, in the
same way as does maintaining British Seagull outboard motors and 1970s motorbikes (and
indeed building classic rubber powered designs). Success is by no means guaranteed, tinkering
is essential and no two outings are the same.  However, when it all comes together – fantastic!
I have now reviewed my stash of unstarted kits for suitable CO2 subjects and intend to provide
further progress reports in the months ahead.

Paul Lovejoy

Super Glue Comes Unstuck - Jim Paton

Just a quickie after watching youtube.
I don’t have a pair of trousers without blobs of cyano spoiling their pristine look.
According to youtube, putting salt on the cyano and moistening with water softens it. It might
also be good for re gluing a joint that went wrong. I haven’t tried it yet as all my joints are
perfect…. Ha ha.

OK now I’ve tried it. It’s magic. It really does work and pretty much instantly. I scarf jointed
two pieces of 1/8” square. Left it glued for a few hours. I sprinkled a small amount of salt,
dipped my finger in water and moistened around the joint and it fell apart. I didn’t think it
would be that good!

Jim Paton
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Heard at the Hangar Doors - Aeromodeller May 1956
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Aeromodeller May 1956
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Pictures from my Album - John Andrews

Scratching around for a bit of copy I came across a couple of Photo Albums and thought that
scans of a few random pictures might fill the bill. I’m not sure which came from my old film
camera and which were from my early digital camera. Not that it matters.

Above a set of engines gifted to me by my old schooldays next door neighbour and
aeromodelling buddy for many years, Ian Lomas. They all ran perfectly when I tried them out.
Even the old KLG plug in the Frog500.

Myself and Peterbro’s Bert Whitehead competing in the ‘Cloud Tramp’ event at the Ferry
Meadows meeting, I’ve no idea when. I do recall that no matter what the weather forecast,
The Peterborough Flying Aces event always had the best of the weather.
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The late Dave Greaves, long-time stalwart of the Leamington Club, pictured here at Middle
Wallop in April 2004. Dave & I had another interest, we both rode motorcycle trials.

After my re-birth as a Free-Flight rubber flyer, the early version of this model was my first
competition flyer. Originally it did not have a wing mount and used a fuse D/T, but after I set
fire to it on Warwick racecourse whilst lighting the fuse, the back  end was rebuilt with Tomy
timer and wing mount added as above. I also increased the wing span at some time.
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My first seriously competitive
open rubber model, well
before the 50gm motor rule
was ID’d as O-1, seen here
being given its head at, I think,
the Nationals.
It was a bit of a hybrid with
many repairs and wing
extensions giving it its
colourful appearance.
It was finally lost at Middle
Wallop when it DT’d over the
wood and could not be found.
The camouflage colour scheme
was no help when looking up
through tree tops.

My second, open rubber model
0-2, seen below, for some
reason I do not recall, was
built with a flat bottomed wing
section and it never
performed particularly well,
too heavy I assume, it
certainly looks like it. The best
flight it ever made was one
windy day somewhere, when
the main spar in the left wing
cracked on launch and away
went 0-2 climbing left instead
of right and at prop fold it
continued with a stally left glide in good air to max. I fly right/right by the way.
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Middle Wallop Easter Monday 2004 so says the picture caption.

I do not know the modeller but when I queried his activity I recall he stated that when he was
loading his car he realised that he had not done a job on his model’s engine so he just threw his
workbench into the car and brought it with him. He had a Mills .75 in bits and was beavering
away on it.
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George told me that at one time he had been considering buying a boarding house in my
hometown Rugby but decided against it. Rugby MESAS nearly had another good power flyer.

John Andrews

Still in 2004, an early indoor model of mine flying
at Quinton, one of Colin Shepherds early venues

George Fuller at Wallop Easter Sunday 2004
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Paper Airplane: Flying Saucer - Nick Robinson
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From the book  ‘Paper Airplanes’  by  Nick Robinson
Copyright © 1991Quintet Publishing Limited

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording

or otherwise, without the permission of the copyright holder.

Nick Robinson
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Couprofile No.8: Roy Vaughn - Peter Hall

Couprofile:   Roy Vaughn

1: Roy, you are  co-organiser of the Southern Coupe League and you have won the cup on
three occasions. I am sure it would have been more but for the last ten years you have devoted
much of your time to power flying. I have observed your practice over many years and in my
opinion  your coupes are unbeatable in ‘neutral air.’ Give us a brief summary of your experience.

My experience was mainly as a team race pitman until I became interested in free flight after
reading Dave Hipperson's articles in Aeromodeller on high tech construction.  I built a couple
of Coupes which both had the annoying characteristic that they wouldn't climb after the burst.
Sometimes they maxed when I managed to find lift but fly-offs were a joke.  Tiring of this, I
decided to take things more seriously and designed a model loosely based around Peter Kings
Mk7 model recently published in Free Flight News.  The model was built down to weight using
carbon and Kevlar to help. The first model was in fact too light and fragile but it flew more or
less off the board, which was very gratifying.  All my subsequent models have followed a similar
design philosophy.

2. You are one of only three League competitors who fly systems coupes, despite
predictions that factory models would prevail. You design and engineer your own DPR variable
pitch hubs. Tell us about your design and flight pattern preferences.
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I learnt early about Coupe swoop and, having little trimming skill, resolved to knock the problem
on the head once and for all using a wing wiggler to hold the port wing down during the burst.
This is not the same usage as on full systems models where the wiggler stays in for most of
the run. It's a nice way to operate because the timing is non-critical, anywhere between 5 and
15 seconds can be satisfactory, which is a useful characteristic when the timer is a Tomy. It's
also very reliable because the model is not thrown but launched at a much shallower angle, again
not sensitive. I choose the angle to take account of wind strength. Of course this trim,
utilising a looping tendency, is not so efficient as a VIT-controlled burst so my later models
are equipped with VIT as well, though it's usually possible to fly WW-only without retrimming
if desired, e.g. if the wind picks up. The VP hubs are more of a novelty, I have no idea whether
they actually help!

3. You build and always use your own thermal detection system. A rarity, if not unique,
nowadays. Please comment.

I like gadgets especially ones which help pick decent air, so I built an analogue thermal
detection system with a meter for display early on. This was hopeless, the needle drifting
about all over the place. I soon ran out of patience with it. A digital thermometer setup from
the States was much more practical but necessitated a lot of time at the pole watching the
spot reading in order to get a good impression of the trend. Strip chart recorder type did not
appeal, too much work and a lot of faff with paper not to mention the need for telescopic vision.
Then I came across a paper by Alan Jack about building a system showing wind and temperature
profiles on a digital display. My operating concept was to make the trends immediately evident
on arrival at the pole. It's certainly not a panacea but provides a sort of comfort blanket of
reassurance that one knows generally what's going on in the air around.

4. Assuming another decade of perfect health what developments in coupe design and
flying can you imagine ?

I have two low A/R models, two mediums and a high one "in stock". Being hi-tech they don't
wear out and I've been lucky enough to have only lost one. Their performance is not the
principal limit on their success so there is no pressing need for development. It usually takes
me several years to work up a new model into a competition-worth state, so to be honest, I am
unlikely now to build any more Coupes.

Peter Hall
&

Roy Vaughn
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Indoor Isn’t For Everyone 61 - Nick Peppiatt

Henry Struck and the Dayton-Wright RB-1 Racer
As I mentioned last month, my current building project is the Dayton-Wright RB-1 Racer, a
Peanut scale model from the Jetco kit. This was from Lindsey Smith’s collection, which was
inherited by SAM1066. This model intrigued me both because it was designed by Henry Struck
and because it has a retractable undercarriage.
Henry Struck was a prolific American flying model designer, and is possibly best known for his
‘Trail Blazers of the Air’ series of fourteen rubber powered flying scale designs published in
Flying Aces before WWll, as listed below. These are all 1/24 scale, apart from the Curtiss NC-
4 Flying Boat and the Handley Page 0-400, which are to 1/48 scale.

Model Span (in) Flying Aces publication Outerzone availability.
Bleriot Channel Crosser 15 May 1937
Cierva Autogiro (1924) 14 March 1940
Curtiss JN-4D ‘Jenny’ 22 June 1938 Y
Curtiss NC-4 Flying Boat 32 January 1939 Y
Curtiss Tripod Pusher 16 June 1937
Deperdussin Racer (1913) 17 July 1937
Douglas World Cruiser 26 May 1939 Y
Fokker DVll 14 April 1938 Y
Handley Page 0-400 Bomber 25 August 1938
Rumpler Taube 22 September 1937 Y
Ryan ‘Spirit of St.Louis’ 23 August 1937
SPAD Xlll 13 February 1938 Y
Vickers Gun Bus 19 October 1937 Y
Wright Flyer (1903) 17 April 1937 Y

If you are looking for a real challenge, how about the Cierva Autogiro, the Curtiss NC-4 Flying
Boat or the Handley Page 0-400?
More on Henry Struck’s achievements can be found in Issue 29 of the KAPA Kollector (March
2000), which is available on the Flying Aces Club website

ISSUE29.pdf (flyingacesclub.com)
The Dayton-Wright Racer is an interesting prototype with a number of novel features for 1920.
It was designed as a racing plane with a monocoque fuselage and a cantilever wing built around
a solid balsa core laminated with plywood and covered with linen that incorporated a mechanism
designed by one Charles Hampson Grant (he of later Cloud Tramp fame) to vary its camber in
flight by adjusting the angles of the flapped leading and trailing edges. There was a bellcrank
mechanism installed in each wing, which was connected to a screwed rod to operate the flaps
and a separate linkage to operate the rear flaps as ailerons. It also had a very early example
of a retractable undercarriage, the mechanism being later used on Grumman fighters. The
retraction of the undercarriage was linked to the position of the flaps. Designed by Milton
Baumann, the RB-1 was entered in the 1920 James Gordon Bennett Cup Race, piloted by Howard
Rinehart (the ‘R’ of the ‘RB’), but dropped out after the first lap because the left rudder cable
failed.
The original Dayton-Wright RB-1 still exists as an exhibit in the Henry Ford Museum of
American Innovation.

The Peanut Scale Dayton-Wright Racer kit
Henry Struck’s drawing is dated 1977, and he made use of the full-size adjustable camber wing
to give the model an under-cambered section. The wood in the kit was generally light and firm,
but I did replace the trailing edge flaps with some light 1/20” C grain. Lindsey had started the
model by cutting out a considerable number of the print-wood components, and they were all
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present in a polythene bag in the kit box. There was a vac-formed polystyrene sheet for the
wheel halves, nose-plug and nose cowling. The wheels are similar to the ones Lindsey later
supplied as part of his ‘Small Scale Services’. The only parts that appeared to be missing from
the kit were the plastic propeller (Sleek Streak?) and tissue. The layout for a carved balsa
propeller is also shown on the plans.
The Jetco models company of Brooklyn, New York was run by C.A. (Christine) Zaic, sister of
Frank of Year Book fame. I am not aware that this line of kits was ever imported to the UK.
Interestingly, Bill Dean dedicated his ‘Eagle Book of Balsa Models’ to Christine Zaic.
This is a fairly heavy model, a weight of 0.8oz (23g) is quoted on the plans and it will certainly
require outdoor trimming, at least, initially. The weight of the structure shown below in Fig. 8
is 12.5g

Fig 1. Jetco kit box for Peanut Scale Fig. 2. Fuselage crutch and formers.
Dayton-Wright racer. Easy to build??

Fig. 3. Start of fuselage frame assembly, Fig 4. Adding stringers to the fuselage frame.
showing temporary 3/16” sq. jig, It is supported by a balsa block in this photo.

which is held in a vice in this photo.

The only major change I have made is to replace the nose plug with a K&P adjustable nose bush,
which I found fitted the nose cowling well. I have also added provision for a second motor peg
position closer to the CG.
The instructions suggest building the top of the fuselage first over the plan. However, as
Lindsey had not split the formers, I decided to follow the method he describes in the
construction of his P-47D in Flying Models, June 2007 (article reproduced in NC, June 2022) ,
and built a crutch over the plan with temporary 1/16” sq. cross pieces, just in front of the
formers (Fig.2.).
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A temporary supporting jig of 3/16” sq. was then glued to these cross pieces, after the formers
had been loosely put in place. The formers were then glued into position, against the cross
members and with the aid of the top keel (Fig. 3).
The remaining stringers were then added (Fig. 4.), fitting opposite sides alternately to minimise
the distortion of the frame.
Before the last pair of stringers were added, I cut through the temporary cross pieces to
remove the supporting jig.

Fig. 5 Fuselage frame with undercarriage fitted Fig. 6. Undercarriage in lowered position.
and the vac-formed wheels temporarily installed.

Fig. 7. Yes, the undercarriage can be retracted! Fig.8. Major components prior to covering

I then fitted the undercarriage, adding the balsa sheet infills after gluing the short aluminium
hinge tubes for the lower wire members in place on the lower front keel with five minute epoxy
(Figs. 5 and 6).
Getting the wheels to stow required considerable fettling of the sheet pieces forming the
wheel housing.
Eventually, the undercarriage could be retracted (Fig. 7). There is a latch, which holds the
undercarriage in the down position, which I added after covering.
In comparison to the fuselage, the construction of flying surfaces was straightforward
(Fig. 8)
I will talk about covering the model in a future column.

Nick Peppiatt
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Blohm & Voss BV 141 - Wikipedia

The Blohm & Voss BV 141 was a World War II
German tactical reconnaissance aircraft, notable for
its uncommon structural asymmetry. Although the
Blohm & Voss BV 141 performed well, it was never
ordered into full-scale production, for reasons that
included the unavailability of the preferred engine
and competition from another tactical
reconnaissance aircraft, the Focke-Wulf Fw 189.

Development
In 1937, the German Air Ministry – the
Reichsluftfahrtministerium (RLM) – issued a
specification for a single-engine reconnaissance
aircraft with optimal visual characteristics. The
preferred contractor was Arado with the Ar 198, but
the prototype proved unsuccessful.[1] The eventual
winner was the Focke-Wulf Fw 189 Uhu; even
though its twin-boom design using two smaller
engines did not match the requirement of a single
engined aircraft. Blohm & Voss (Hamburger
Flugzeugbau) although not invited to participate,
pursued as a private venture something far more
radical. The proposal of chief designer Dr. Richard
Vogt was the uniquely asymmetric BV 141.

Design
The Plexiglas-glazed crew gondola on the starboard side strongly resembled that found on the Fw
189, and housed the pilot, observer and rear gunner, while the fuselage on the port side led smoothly
from the BMW 132N radial engine to a tail unit.
At first glance, the placement of weight would have induced tendency to roll, but the weight was
evenly supported by lift from the wings.
In terms of thrust vs drag asymmetry, the countering of induced yaw was a more complicated matter.
At low airspeed, it was calculated to be mostly alleviated because of a phenomenon known as P-
factor, while at normal airspeed it proved to be easily controlled with trimming.
The tailplane was symmetrical at first, but in the 141B it became asymmetrical – starboard tailplane
virtually removed – to improve the rear gunner's fields of view and fire.
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Operational history
Three prototypes and an evaluation batch of five BV 141As were produced, backed personally by
Ernst Udet, but the RLM decided on 4 April 1940 that they were underpowered, although it was also
noted they otherwise exceeded the requirements. By the time a batch of 12 BV 141Bs were built
with the more powerful BMW 801 engines, they were too late to make an impression, as the RLM
had already decided to put the Fw 189 into production. An urgent need for BMW 801 engines for
use in the Fw 190 fighter aircraft reduced the chance of the BV 141B being produced in quantity.
Vogt came up with several other asymmetric designs, including the piston-jet P.194.01, but none of
those were actually built.
Several wrecked BV 141s were found by advancing Allied forces. One was captured by British forces
and sent to England for examination. No examples survive today.

Wikipedia
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Letter to the Editor - John O’Sullivan (Canada)

Hi  John:

It's been a while since we had an update from the east coast of Canada. Not much Free Flight
activity since the advent of Covid, resulting from lack of access to flying fields. Hopefully this
year will see an upturn.
There are only about 4 of us currently flying, the two Richards brothers John and Brian (from
Coventry) , John Davies (our welsh component) and me (from Ireland). All in, or approaching
our 8th decade. I've been very much RC sailplane and Indoor RC active.

https://hummingbirdmodelproducts.com/e36-electric-ff-power-models

The photo of John Thompson in January's Clarion brings back memories. I flew on the Irish
team with John that year. My #1 Oliver model was stolen on a test flight before the contest
and I used my 1.5cc reserve (PAW 149 ) Hi-Tee model during the contest. The photo shows
John Thompson, with skinny me and Johnnie Carroll (team Manager) in the background.

Best wishes to you and Rachel for 2023.

Your continuing promotion of SAM 1066 is highly appreciated.

John O’Sullivan, E36 Blizzard

Regards John O'Sullivan (Canada)
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LiPo Battery Safety - Martin Pike

Having read the fire reports in SAM 35 Speaks and Aeromodeller, I have changed how I charge
and store my LiPo batteries.

I have moved the charger and batteries from the house to the garage. They are stored in an
ammunition box that has been lined with fire-resistant plastic material, to prevent shorts.
Two holes have been drilled in one side to relieve pressure, if required.

Batteries that are being charged or transported are kept in a commercial safety bag.

Both the charger and ammo box are on a stone slab, next to a brick wall. A fire extinguisher is
kept nearby.

Ideally I should keep an eye on the batteries when charging, I tend not to stay in the unheated
garage, but will look at them intermittently.

Looking critically at the garage, there is no place without flammable material somewhere. I
guess you can only reduce the risks a certain amount.

Hopefully we will never find out if a battery fire is contained.

Martin Pike
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DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 144 Our earliest magazines, continued.
We come at last to the U.S.A. where, as we all know, controllable, man carrying aeroplanes all
began way back in 1903. We need to move forward by a quarter of a century to find an American
magazine title in the library collection. Let us look at what we commonly refer to as Air Trails.
First published in 1928 as Bill Barnes Air Trails the title changed to Air Trails, Air Trails
Pictorial, Air Trails & Science Frontiers, Air Trails Pictorial, Air Trails, Air Trails Hobbies
for Young Men, Young Men-Hobbies-Aviation-Careers, Young Men, American Modeler, and
finally American Aircraft Modeler with a last issue dated March 1975. I have a note claiming
that throughout all these changes of title, plus three different
publishers, the numbering of the volumes was maintained consistent.
The earliest issue held in the library is that of October 1935 which

has 80 pages measuring 8.5” wide by
11.5” high. The content is primarily
comprised of articles related to man
carrying aircraft, including both
factual reports and fictional stories.
The latter is where Bill Barnes comes
in, “Bill stuck the nose of the Lancer
into the ominous black mass as rain
came lashing in against the windshield----“.

The aeromodelling “Department” covers just six pages but what it lacks in volume it makes up
for in quality as it was “Conducted by” Gordon S Light, winner of the 1935 Wakefield World
Cup competition. Gordon’s article offers instructions and plans for building his “Ducky-Wucky”
a 31” wingspan rubber powered twin float model. The “Flying and adjustment” paragraph covers
centre of gravity, elevator incidence setting, trimming for a right turn and concludes with “if
your ship doesn’t take off, add a few more strands of rubber. If it tips forward on its floats,
it might be necessary to move the floats farther forward.”
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The December 1935 issue carries a report on
Gordon Light’s Wakefield win at Fairey’s
airport, complete with a picture of the model
and an Editor’s comment “So our model builders
may proceed with the confident knowledge
that our model plans are championship plans.”

Gordon’s offering this month is his “Old
Faithfull,” twin tractor rubber powered model
of 30” wingspan. The plan is spread over
several pages with the wing shown at full size,
the elevator at half size and the “motor
frame” at one third actual size. Sketches show
the stages of marking out and carving right
and left hand propellers. The machine is built
light, single surface covering on the flying
surfaces, and is intended for flying on calm
days only. The wing has fixed incidence of ¼”
in its near 6” chord, the elevator is set at zero
incidence, and there is no provision for thrust
line adjustment, trimming for flight attitude
being achieved by moving the wing forward or
back on the motor frame. There is no note of
the flight times to be expected.

This look at our 1935 magazines begs the
question: how much aeromodelling material was
to be found in the earlier or later issues. The
quick answer relating to the earlier magazines is that I do not know, but suspect that it was
very little. This is based on the fact that the bulk of the Flying Aces material in the library,
which comprises magazines and photocopied pages from magazines, come from David Baker’s
collection and surely if there had been earlier material it would have been included. I would, of
course, be delighted to receive any material that would prove my assumption to be incorrect.
As for the later issues, let us look forward a decade.

Air Trails Pictorial October 1945. The page
count now includes the front and rear covers
and totals 104 pages. The page size has been
upped to 10.5” wide by 13” high which
explains why, ln an online report, the earlier
magazines are referred to as “small format”.
The content is roughly a 50/50 split,
advertisements included, with the non-
aeromodelling part being strongly war
related.

The first model plan in this issue is a well-
known power model, the “Banshee”, first
developed in 1941, by an equally well-known
designer. Pictured here are the model and
the man. The article names him as Lieutenant
Len Shulman.
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The next plan; the “Luxury Liner” is also by a
known name, Charles Hampson Grant, famous for
his “Cloud Tramp”. The word “Luxury” in the
model name is explained by “The strength-to-
weight ratio of all-balsa construction more than
offsets the luxury involved.”

When will we find an unknown designer?

Not in this next plan. The “Simple R.O.G.” is an
indoor model of 11” wingspan for flying in your
local Armory, or Drill Hall to us Brits, if such
things still exist.

The paper quality of these magazines was not selected to last three quarters of a century so
the pages are now rather brown and prone to crumbling at the edges, but that does not apply
to the centre spread pages which still have a good white colour and are structurally sound. This
better quality paper carries a 20” by 11” full colour picture of a Curtiss SC-1 Seahawk, which
by careful opening of the staples and removal from the magazine is suitable for mounting and
framing.

More U.S.A. magazines
next month.
Plans as in the
magazines available by
email.

Roy Tiller:

tel 01202 511309,

Email
roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Secretary's Notes for February 2023 - Roger Newman

For those possessed of a stern constitution & a local flying field, it has been cold but with some
relatively calm days. In times past we would have been at Beaulieu, operating from frozen
flooded old runways with impunity – no longer as old bones can't stand the cold & anyway –
we're banned!
So it's the local park with chuckies and a bit of indoor activity, but even the latter is in
potential jeopardy as attendances at both Totton & Wickham sadly seem to have reached an
all-time low in January with a non-viable financial tipping point rapidly looming.

However, some thoughts must turn eventually to a bit of outdoor activity with the first Area
meets on the horizon & then the annual Croydon/SAM 1066 day on Easter Sunday in April.
Time to at least contemplate getting those models dusted down, repaired & in fettle for the
occasion. Comps this meeting will comprise the usual Croydon mix: 4oz Wakefield, 8oz
Wakefield, F1B (in rounds),
Marcus Lightweights & P30. The SAM1066 comps are Mini-Vintage & combined Vintage/Classic
Glider. So – hopefully a good mix for everyone. I know we are all getting old(er) but wouldn't it
be good to see a few of those lovely Vintage Wakefields & Marcus Lightweights once again.
As noted at our recent AGM, SAM1066 comp entries for the season are FREE, as are the
prizes,

Here are a couple of pics of Marcus designs:

Bazooka Hereward the Wake

There has been very little activity on my home front of late, primarily as once again I've been
away  for most of January. However – must make an effort as there are a few little projects
way behind schedule.
Some concerns arise regarding our planned meeting at Colerne in July, as the licence for use
of the airfield is still awaited by our friends at South Bristol. It seems that the decision making
process (if it can be called that) is now with RAF Cranwell  & progress is proving to be somewhat
dilatory. We live in hope?
What else? Little of note that I have seen on the modelling front. EVTOL full size activity gets
plenty of publicity but makes little apparent progress & regulatory issues may well impede
commercial activity for some years to come. Coupled with that, investment funds are harder
to come by & financial stresses are beginning to take their toll as well, so maybe we shalln't
see a plethora of flying taxis invading what little precious airspace we have left!

That's all for this month.
Roger Newman
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Plans for the Month - Roger Newman

Let's make this  month a Norman Marcus month

Rubber – Bazooka

Glider: Jinx – elegant parasol wing job with a somewhat hard to build fuselage!
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Jinx Eureka

Power: Eureka – fast climbing duration design

Roger Newman
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Free Flight Nationals 2023 - Michael Woodhouse

Introduction
It was not unexpected that Barkston Heath would not be available for the 3-day Bank Holiday event. This despite our proposal of a
reduced or closed event.

The plan
The replacement contests will be a cut down Free Flight Nationals which will not be the same as the “real” Nationals. We will apply a
“light touch” organisation in a similar vein to that which was operated in 2022 running in the standard Free Flight Gala format. The
contests will be flown for their respective Free Flight Nationals trophies.

Facilities
There will be no camping or other facilities except for the provision of toilets. The entrance gate at North Luffenham will be manned.
We will arrange to collect the entry fees at the gate at North Luffenham.

Awards
 Certificates and medals for all events will be awarded for BMFA events.
 Hand launch glider and catapult glider will be flown at both North Luffenham and Salisbury Area 8. The best time at either

event will decide the placings and the awarding of trophies. We will run these contests on all 3 days.
Details

 There will be no pre-entry requirement. Entry will be on the day. The fee will be a simple £10.00 per day charge. This fee would
allow the entrant to fly in as many events/classes as they desire. There is no exemption for season ticket holders.

 Mike Woodhouse has overall responsibility being the Free Flight Nationals Coordinator. We will require CDs for each weekend,
please step forward with your offers.

 Number of flights and maxes to be decided on the day. There will be no rounds for FAI.
 Start 10:00 finish 17:00. Then fly offs if required

Free Flight Open and FAI classes – Salisbury Area 8
Saturday 27th May
Start 10:00 – to 17:00

Sunday 28th May
Start 10:00 – to 17:00

Combined Glider F1A Glider
Combined Rubber F1B Rubber
Combined Power F1C Power
Combined Electric F1Q Electric
Classic Rubber/Power Hand Launched Glider
Women's Cup Vintage Rubber/Power
Catapult Glider Slow Open Power
Hand Launched Glider Catapult Glider
Catapult Glider Hand Launch Glider
Frog Junior (J) Classic Glider
Tailless Catapult Glider
Vintage Glider Hand Launched Glider

Mini classes - North Luffenham
Sunday 4th June

Start 10:00 – to 17:00
F1H (A/1 Glider) P30 Rubber
F1G (Coupe d'Hiver) Mini Vintage
F1J Power CO2 Duration
BMFA ½A Power Hand Launched glider
E36 Electric Catapult Glider
E30 Electric

Free Flight Overall Championships
Rubber F1B F1G P30

Glider F1A F1H Classic

Power F1C F1J SLOP

Electric F1E E36 E30
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Bowden Trophy
 Venue to be decided.

SAM35 and Scale
Discussions are now taking place with SAM35 and the BMFA Scale Technical Committee regarding the

possible inclusion of some of their events.

Updates
Further information will be provided as when available and agreed

Michael Woodhouse
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Provisional Events Calendar 2023
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional. Check websites before attending

February 26th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 12th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions
March 26th Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

April 7th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston
April 10th Easter Monday Croydon Wakefield Day + SAM1066,

Salisbury Plain
April 29th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
April 16th Sunday Le Petit Classique de Brum, N Luffenham
April 30th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain

May 7th Sunday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 29th Sunday FF Nationals, Mini, N Luffenham

June 3rd Saturday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
June 4th Sunday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
June18th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 9th Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 23rd Sunday SAM1066 Cagnarata Day, RAF Colerne
July 29th Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
July 30th Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 20th Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 2nd Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 3rd Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 17th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions

October 1st Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
October 8th Sunday Croydon Coupe Day + SAM1066

Salisbury Plain
October 15th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 28th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue, Barkston

November 5th or 12th Sunday Buckminster Gala, BMFA Centre

Dates for events are confirmed as: Croydon Wakefield Day 10th April; Crookham Gala 7th May; SAM 1066
Cagnarata Day RAF Colerne (provisional - subject to grant of licence) 23rd July; Croydon Coupe Day 8th Oct;
There will be a couple of SAM 1066 events on both Croydon days. All on Area 8 of SP.

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk
Vintage Model Co. www.vintagemodelcompany.com
John Andrews www.johnandrewsaeromodeller.webs.com

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least

one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested

in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews


